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Abstract
Evaluations of the lateral properties of timber joints are necessary to ensure the safety of timber buildings. The yield
load is an important property that is usually obtained using authorized engineering techniques. Although yield loads
have been easily obtained using authorized techniques, events that have occurred in the joint during yielding have
not been clarified. This study experimentally obtains elastic limit data using nailed joints. Mechanical tests measuring
the residual displacement after various lateral loads with six-joint specimen specifications were conducted. In this
study, the load at which the residual displacement reached 5% of the nail diameter was defined as the elastic limit.
The experimentally obtained elastic limits were compared with the yield loads obtained using authorized engineering techniques. The ratios of elastic limits to the yield loads obtained using the perfect elasto-plastic model, method
described in EN, and 5% offset method were 0.554–0.743, 0.557–0.834, and 0.648–0.801, respectively. The results
numerically revealed that residual displacements occurred at a much lower load than the yield loads.
Keywords: Nailed joint, Residual displacement, Yield load, Elastic limit
Introduction
Nailed joints connecting solid wood and board materials
are commonly used in timber structures. A widely known
example is the panel-sheathed shear wall, which connects
a wooden frame and board materials with nails. Several
researchers have revealed that the in-plane shear performance of a shear wall is dominated by the lateral resistance of nailed joints. Tuomi and McCutcheon blazed the
trail of mechanical analyses estimating the shear strength
of shear walls using the lateral loading test results of
nailed joints [1]. Several researchers have attempted to
develop a mechanical model for estimating the elastoplastic behavior of walls using the test results of nailed
joints [2–6]. In the mechanical models constructed in
these studies, the wooden frame and board material were
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regarded as rigid bodies; their results revealed that the
shear deformation of the wall can be expressed by the
slip deformation of the nailed joints. Some studies have
included other factors (e.g., the shear buckling of board
materials [7, 8], the bending of a wooden frame [9, 10],
and a pull-out of a column form beam [11]) in their
mechanical models; however, the consensus is that the
slip of nailed joints is a main factor in the deformed wall.
Recently, the structural design method, which enables
the calculation of the shear properties of walls using the
lateral properties of nailed joints, has been proposed and
has become widely used [12, 13].
Evaluating the lateral resistance of nailed joints has
been an important issue in the academic and practical
areas of timber structures for several years. Many tests
have been conducted, and a large quantity of characteristic data has been collected [14]. The yield load is one of
the most important characteristics for designing structural timber elements. The yield load is known as the
load value, and is located just over the elastic limit of the
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load–deformation relationship; moreover, it represents
the starting point of plastic deformation. However, for
timber joints, the yield point is difficult to decipher visually from the load–deformation relationship because the
relationship shows a gradual shift from elastic to plastic
behavior. Therefore, engineering techniques for determining the yield load from the relationship (their details
are described later) have been proposed worldwide.
These techniques enable the objective evaluation of joint
properties.
Although engineering techniques have contributed to
the development of academic knowledge and practical
timber structures, problems remain. Researchers and
engineers who use these techniques can obtain the yield
load; however, the true mechanical situation of the joint
at the obtained load is unclear. The authors emphasize
the importance of clarifying what occurs in the joint at
the obtained yield load. Accordingly, the authors have
attempted to collect various experimental data to clarify
what occurs at the load regarded as the yielding point.
This study focuses on the residual displacement and compares the starting point of residual displacement (the socalled elastic limit [15]) with the yield load as determined
by engineering techniques.

Materials and methods
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dimension lumber, and picked out spruce from them. The
authors confirmed that Engelmann spruce (Picea engelmannii) was included, but other types of spruce might
be included in the lots. The densities are listed in Table 1.
The size of the main member was 38 × 89 mm by cross
section and 300 mm in length. Structural plywood with
a 5-ply and a 12 mm thickness made of Japanese cedar,
representing class 2 structural plywood according to JAS
[17], and structural medium density fiberboard (MDF)
of a 9-mm thickness, classified as type M-30 according
to JIS [18], were used as side panels. The size of the side
panels was 100 × 300 mm. CN50 nails [19], with a trunk
diameter of 2.87 mm and a length of 50.8 mm, were used
to connect the main member and side panels. Therefore,
using three species of main members and two types of
side panels, this study conducted tests with six specifications of the nailed specimen. For specimens using plywood, the plywood was set so that the fiber direction of
the outer veneer was parallel to the loading direction. A
Teflon sheet and grease were inserted to remove the friction between the main member and side panel, as shown
in Fig. 1. According to our previous study, the coefficient of friction becomes 0.1 or lower with the method
[20]. Therefore, the effect of friction was ignored in our
upcoming discussion of the test results.

Nailed joint specimen

Loading methods

A nailed joint specimen [16] for the lateral load was prepared, as shown in Fig. 1. Two side panels were mounted
on the main member with four nails. Three wood species
with different densities were chosen as the main members: Japanese cedar (Cryptomeria japonica), spruce,
and Japanese larch (Larix kaempferi). For preparing the
spruce specimen, the authors bought several lots of SPF

A lateral loading test was conducted using a universal testing machine (Shimadzu Co. Ltd., AG-1 250 kN).
A downward load is applied to the top face of the main
member, as shown in Fig. 1. Thus, a slip between the
main member and side member occurred. In this study,
two loading methods were applied. The first was to evaluate the yield load of the joints using authorized engineering techniques, and the second was to measure the
residual displacement.
The first loading method used was monotonic loading,
which is commonly utilized to evaluate the lateral resistance of timber joints. A downward load with a continuous loading speed was applied from the start to the end of
testing, and the expected load–displacement relationship

Table 1 Average and standard deviation of densities of test
materials
Materials

Density (kg/m3)

Japanese cedar

385.6 ± 29.5

Spruce
Japanese larch
Structural plywood
Fig. 1 Nailed joint specimen

Structural MDF

453.8 ± 47.8

531.8 ± 41.8

410.9 ± 14.1

802.1 ± 15.0
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is shown as a black line in Fig. 2. The load was applied at
a speed of 2.0 mm/min. After reaching its maximum, the
load was applied until it reached 80% of the maximum
or the displacement reached 30 mm. The load applied to
the specimen and the relative displacement between the
main member and the side panels were recorded during
the test. A load cell (Tokyo Measuring Instruments Laboratory Co. Ltd., SFL-50kNNAG; capacity: 50 kN) was
used to measure the load. Two displacement transducers
(SDP-100C, capacity: 100 mm, Tokyo Measuring Instruments Laboratory Co. Ltd.) were attached to the opposite
sides of the main member, and the targets were attached
to the side panels. The average of the values obtained
from the two transducers was used as the displacement.
Ten replicates were assigned to each specification, and
60 specimens were tested. In larch–MDF, the data of two
specimens were removed due to an accident occurred
during testing.
The second loading method utilized was reversed loading. When the load was reached at our preset target load
Pt, unloading started until the load became zero. The
expected load–deformation relationship is shown as

Fig. 2 Loading methods applied in this study: monotonic and
reversed loading

a red line in Fig. 2. The displacement at the end of the
unloading was adopted as the residual displacement. In
this study, the displacement transducers were changed to
an instrument that could precisely record the displacement (Tokyo Measuring Instruments Laboratory Co.
Ltd., CDP-25; capacity: 25 mm). The target load, Pt, was
set at various values, as listed in Table 2. The lowest was
0.1 kN per nail. The highest target load at each specification was sufficiently greater than the yield loads obtained
by the monotonic loading tests. The replicates were
determined while accumulating the experimental data
until a reliable discussion could be formulated. The replicates of the reversed loading tests are listed in Table 2,
and a total of 385 specimens were tested. The difference
in density between the groups was minimized when the
specimens were divided into target load groups.
Yield load

There are many methods for determining yield load, and
obtained values are slightly different among them. For
comparing the elastic limit and yield load, discussion
with only one method seems not to be appropriate. In
this study, four popular methods were applied for obtaining the yield load.
Three authorized engineering techniques were applied
to obtain the yield load using the load–displacement
relationship. The first was a perfect elasto-plastic model
(EPM) [13, 21]. Although this method was originally proposed for analyzing wood-frame structures, there are
many examples of researchers applying it to joint analyses [22–25]. The method for determining the yield load
is illustrated in Fig. 3a. The black line indicates the load–
displacement relationship obtained from the test. First,
direct lines I and II were drawn between 0.1 Pmax and 0.4
Pmax as well as 0.4 Pmax and 0.9 Pmax, respectively, based
on the relationship (where Pmax is the maximum load).
Line II shifts until it meets the load–displacement relationship, and the shifted line is named Line III. The load
value at the intersection of Lines I and III represents the
yield load.

Table 2 Replicates for each loading method
Specification

Monotonic

Reversed loading for each target load Pt (kN)
0.10

0.15

0.20

0.25

0.30

0.35

0.40

0.45

0.50

0.55

0.60

0.65

0.70

0.80

0.90

1.00

Cedar–plywood

10

5

5

5

15

15

10

15

10

15

10

15

10

10

–

–

–

Cedar–MDF

10

5

–

5

–

5

–

5

–

5

–

5

–

5

5

5

5

Spruce–plywood

10

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

–

5

–

5

–

5

–

–

–

Spruce–MDF

10

5

–

5

–

5

–

5

–

5

–

5

–

5

5

5

–

Larch–plywood

10

5

–

5

–

5

–

5

–

5

–

5

–

5

5

5

–

Larch–MDF

8

5

–

5

–

5

–

5

–

5

–

5

–

5

5

5

5
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Fig. 3 Engineering techniques for determining yield loads adopted in this study

The second method is described in EN 12512 [26]
(referred to as EN). As shown in Fig. 3b, the direct Line I
was drawn between 0.1 Pmax and 0.4 Pmax. Next, the second Line II was drawn so that its incline became 1/6 of
the incline of Line I and it meets the load–displacement
relationship. The load value at the intersection of Lines I
and II represents the yield load.
The third method is described in ASTM D5652-21
[27] (referred to as OSM). Although the method is for
bolted joints, it was also applied to nailed joints [28]. To
determine the yield load, a straight line was fitted to the
initial linear portion of the load–displacement curve. In
the ASTM standard, there are no precise descriptions
of the method for drawing a straight line. In this study,
the authors drew the line using the least squares method
for the data plots between 0.1 Pmax to 0.4 Pmax. The line
was offset by a displacement of 5% of the nail diameter.
The yield load represents the load at which the offset line
intersects the load–displacement relationship, as shown
in Fig. 3b.
Johansen theory [29], which is well known as European
yield theory (EYT) in Japan, is the most popular method
to obtain the yield load using material characteristic values. The Architectural Institute of Japan [30] following
Johansen theory, and yield load Py was calculated using
the following equation:

(1)

Py = C · Fe · d · l,

1


�
� �2

2 + 83 γ dl
−1 ,
C = min

�


8
d

3γ
l
α = l ′ /l,

β = Fe ′ /Fe ,

γ = F /Fe ,

where Fe and Feʹ indicate the embedment strengths
of the main member and board material, respectively. F

indicates the nail strength. d indicates the nail diameter. l
and lʹ indicate the inserted length of the nail in the main
member and thickness of the board material, respectively.
The authors additionally conducted embedment tests
and bending test [31] for calculating the yield load with
the equation. Figure 4a shows the experimental setup of
embedment test for solid wood. Clear wood specimens
were cut from the joint specimens, and the embedment
load parallel to the grain was applied with a nail to the
top surface of the specimen. Ten replicates were assigned
to each wood species. Figure 4b shows the experimental setup of embedment test for board material. Small
board material specimens were obtained from the joint
specimens. With fixing the lower part with a bolt, a nail
inserted to the upper part was loaded upward. During the embedment tests, load and displacement were
recoded. Ten replicates were assigned to each board type.
Figure 4c shows the bending test for nail. Three-point
bending test with the span of 32 mm was conducted.
After conducting these tests, strength was obtained from
load–deformation relationship. As the same with OSM,
the straight line for initial stiffness was offset by a displacement of 5% of the nail diameter. The load at which
the offset line intersects the load–displacement relationship was used for obtaining the strength [31]. For obtaining the embedment strengths, stress was calculated by
dividing the load by loading area. For obtaining the nail
strength, the bending stress was calculated with the load.
In this study, the calculated yield load is denoted as EYT.

Results and discussion
Yield load obtained via the monotonic loading test

The load–displacement relationships are shown in
Fig. 5. In all specifications, a straight linear behavior was
observed at the beginning of loading. The slope of the
relationship gradually decreased with an increase in displacement. After reaching the maximum load, the load
gradually decreased, and no brittle failures occurred in
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Fig. 4 Embedment tests and bending test for obtaining the characteristics used for calculating the yield load with European yield theory

any of the specimens. Regarding the differences in materials, the specifications using the main member with the
highest density showed the highest resistance. The specifications using MDF showed a higher resistance than that
of the plywood. For MDF, the displacement at the maximum load appeared to be smaller than that of the plywood. Although the specimens using plywood reached
their maximum load at approximately 15–20 mm in displacement, many specimens using MDF reached a maximum load less than 10 mm in displacement, especially
for cedar–MDF and spruce–MDF.
The averages and standard deviations of the yield loads
obtained using the three techniques are listed in Table 3.
In comparing the differences between the techniques, the
EPM shows the highest value and OSM shows the lowest value in most of specifications. A multiple comparison test (Bonferroni method) was conducted to verify the
difference due to the techniques. The significant differences between EPM and OSM were recognized in all of
specifications, a significant difference between EPM and
EN were recognized in the specification of cedar–MDF,
and a significant difference between EN and OSM were
recognized in the specification of larch–plywood at a significant level 0.05. The results indicate that the yield load
may differ depending on what was chosen by the users.
On the load–displacement relationships in Fig. 5, the
yield loads obtained using EPM, EN and OSM are plotted with yellow round, red rhombus, and blue squares,
respectively. The yield load from EPM was plotted where
the load–displacement relationships started to decrease
in slope. This result was also observed in previous study
by one of the authors [32].
The values used to calculate EYT are listed in Table 4,
which are average values obtained from the embedment

tests and bending test. The calculated results are listed
in Table 3. Although the following is not the direct purpose of this study, the authors touch about the comparisons between EYT and the other yield loads. The EYT
is higher than the OSM in all the specifications. In the
specifications using plywood, EYT is higher than EPM,
whereas similar or lower yield loads can be observed
in the cases using MDF. The reason for the difference
between the EYT and experimentally obtained values has
not been clarified in this study, but one possible reason is
that the values of EYT were obtained with the assumption that the materials behave as rigid-plastic, which may
different from actual behavior especially in the cases
using low-embedment strength materials.
Load–deformation relationship and residual displacements
obtained by the reversed loading test

Examples of load–deformation relationships are shown
in Fig. 6. For a small target load, the relationship during
loading shows linear behavior, and relatively minimal
residual displacement is observed after unloading. The
gradual decrement of the slope in the linear relationship
and large residual displacement were observed using the
increment of the target load (e.g., Pt = 0.25 kN or more in
Fig. 6a, Pt = 0.60 kN or more in Fig. 6b).
The residual displacements obtained from the load–
displacement relationships are shown in Fig. 7. The
round plots indicate the mean value at each target load
and the error bars indicate the standard deviation. For
example, in the cedar–plywood (Fig. 7a), when the target load was lower than 0.30 kN, the residual displacements appeared to be small and could be regarded as
almost zero. However, when a target load of over 0.30 kN
occurred, the plots were separated from the horizontal
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Fig. 5 Load–displacement relationships and yield points obtained via the monotonic loading test. The vertical axis indicates the load per a nail. The
graphs were drawn for each specimen specification

axis. With an increase in the target load, the residual displacement exponentially increased. From the results, the
elastic limit [15] seems to be approximately 0.30 kN. The
specifications with the highest yield loads exhibited the
highest elastic limits. For example, the elastic limit for
larch–MDF was approximately 0.50 kN in the target load.
Comparison of elastic limit and yield loads obtained using
various methods

To compare the elastic limit and yield loads, it was necessary to obtain an accurate value of the elastic limit.
According to Goodno and Gere [15], the elastic limit

represents the load that will be reached wherein all the
displacement is recovered during unloading. Based on
the load–displacement relationship (Fig. 6), it is difficult to search for the target load in which the residual
displacement is perfectly zero, because a small residual
displacement will appear even for a small target load.
There is no authorized method for defining the elastic
limit; therefore, this study calculated the elastic limit as
the load when the residual displacement became 5% of
the nail diameter. The average values (plots in Fig. 7) were
linearly interpolated to determine the load at which the
residual displacement was 0.1435 mm.
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Table 3 Yield loads obtained using multiple methods
Specification

EPMa (kN)

Cedar–plywood

0.465 ± 0.054 0.417 ± 0.042 0.391 ± 0.035 0.569

Cedar–MDF
Spruce–plywood
Spruce–MDF

ENb (kN)

OSMc (kN)

EYTd (kN)

0.614 ± 0.034 0.571 ± 0.025 0.561 ± 0.021 0.626

0.514 ± 0.048 0.471 ± 0.061 0.440 ± 0.033 0.571
0.654 ± 0.060 0.592 ± 0.053 0.576 ± 0.052 0.630

Larch–plywood

0.531 ± 0.038 0.533 ± 0.076 0.473 ± 0.038 0.598

Larch–MDF

0.743 ± 0.084 0.673 ± 0.058 0.639 ± 0.054 0.668

a

Yield load obtained using the perfect elasto-plastic model

b

Yield load obtained using the method described in EN 12512 [26]

c

Yield load obtained using the offset method

d

Yield load obtained using European yield theory

The elastic limits are presented in Table 5. For the
specification using plywood, the elastic limits were 0.282,
0.285, and 0.297 kN. When MDF was used, the elastic
limits were 0.476, 0.420, and 0.512 kN, respectively. A
possible reason for the difference in values is that plywood is a material that easily undergoes residual deformation, so the elastic limits of joints using plywood are
dominated by the wood’s properties. Although spruce–
MDF showed a higher yield load than cedar–MDF in the
monotonic loading test, a lower elastic limit occurred.
This suggests that the elastic limit is not directly related
to the yield load. However, this research used only three
species of main members, and additional tests with more
species are required to ensure a reliable discussion.
Table 5 also lists the ratios of the elastic limit to the
yield loads. In most specifications, the ratios were less
than 1, which means that the elastic limit was sufficiently
lower than the yield loads. For EPM, the ratios at specification using plywood were 0.554–0.606, thereby suggesting that residual displacement occurs in almost half
of the EPM. The ratios of the specifications using MDF
were 0.642–0.743, which were higher than that of plywood. Similar values were observed for the ratios of EN
and EYT. Although the yield load of OSM was lower than

those of EPM and EYT (Table 3), the elastic limits were
lower than those of OSM, and the ratios were 0.628–
0.801. These results reveal that the residual displacements of the nailed joints were much lower than those of
the yield loads.
Finally, the residual displacements occurred at the
yield loads were calculated. The results are listed in
Table 6. The average values (plots in Fig. 7) were linearly interpolated to determine the residual displacement at yield load. From the table, it is revealed that
non-negligible displacements are remained at the yield
loads. In the joints using plywood, residual displacement became over 1 mm when the yield loads were
determined with European yield theory. Although
OSM was a lowest yield load, 0.284–0.687 mm
remained at the load. Currently, it is difficult to judge

Fig. 6 Examples of load–displacement relationships obtained via the
reversed loading test. The legends denote the target load per a nail

Table 4 Material properties used for calculating EYT
Specification

Fe (N/mm2)

Feʹ (N/mm2)

F (N/mm2)

d (mm)

l (mm)

lʹ (mm)
12

Cedar–plywood

28.7

24.9

997.5

2.87

38.8

Cedar–MDF

28.7

37.6

997.5

2.87

41.8

9

Spruce–plywood

29.3

24.9

997.5

2.87

38.8

12

Spruce–MDF

29.3

37.6

997.5

2.87

41.8

9

Larch–plywood

37.4

24.9

997.5

2.87

38.8

12

Larch–MDF

37.4

37.6

997.5

2.87

41.8

9

Fe and Feʹ: embedment strength of main member and board material, F: strength of nail; d: diameter on nail, l and lʹ: inserted length of nail in the main member and
thickness of the board material, respectively
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Fig. 7 Relationships between the residual displacement and target load per a nail. The plot and error bar indicate the mean value and standard
deviation at each target load, respectively

clearly whether the residual displacement in Table 6 is
a serious matter for the safety of timber structures or
not. If it becomes a serious matter, the new evaluating technique of yield load which shows the lower yield
load than presenting methods will be required.

Conclusion
The residual displacements of nailed joints under lateral loads were experimentally measured, and relevant
elastic limits were obtained. These elastic limits were
approximately 0.3 kN in the cases of joints using plywood
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Table 5 Elastic limit and the ratio of the elastic limit to the yield
loads obtained using engineering techniques

Availability of data and materials
All data discussed during this study are included in this published article.

Specification

Ratio of elastic limit to yield
loads

Declarations

EPM

Competing interests
The authors declare that they have no competing interests.

Elastic limit (kN)

EN

OSM

EYT

Cedar–plywood

0.282

0.606

0.676

0.721

0.496

Cedar–MDF

0.476

0.743

0.834

0.731

0.760

Spruce–plywood

0.285

0.554

0.605

0.648

0.499

Spruce–MDF

0.420

0.642

0.709

0.729

0.667

Larch–plywood

0.297

0.559

0.557

0.628

0.497

Larch–MDF

0.512

0.689

0.761

0.801

0.766

Table 6 Residual displacement at each yield load (unit: mm)
Specification

EPM

EN

OSM

EYT

Cedar–plywood

0.589

0.403

0.372

1.363

Cedar–MDF

0.413

0.305

0.284

0.455

Spruce–plywood

0.817

0.596

0.512

1.398

Spruce–MDF

0.694

0.384

0.353

0.562

Larch–plywood

1.282

1.311

0.687

2.270

Larch–MDF

0.676

0.417

0.351

0.407

as a side panel. For MDF, the elastic limits were 0.420–
0.512 kN, which differed from the species used in the
main member. In comparing the elastic limits with yield
loads obtained with widely used techniques, the formers were much lower than the latter; the ratios of elastic limits to the yield load with the perfect elasto-plastic
model, method described in EN, and 5% offset method
were 0.554–0.743, 0.557–0.834, and 0.648–0.801, respectively. The results also showed that residual displacements occurred at much lower loads than the yield loads.
It was also revealed that non-negligible displacements
remained after yielding. Especially, the residual displacement become over 1 mm in the case of nailed joints using
plywood when the yield load is determined with European yield theory.
List of symbols
Pt: Target load; Pmax: Maximum load; Py: Yield load; Fe: Embedment strengths
of the main member; Feʹ: Embedment strengths of the board material; F: Nail
strength; d: Nail diameter; l: Inserted length of the nail in the main member; lʹ:
Thickness of the board material.
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